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Origin Storage N/B KBD Latitude 7280 UK Backlit SP 83 Key

Brand : Origin Storage Product code: KB-JF8W7

Product name : N/B KBD Latitude 7280 UK Backlit SP 83
Key

- Fully compatible with specified laptops
- Photo is for illustrative purposes only
- Genuine OEM Parts
N/B KBD Latitude 7280 UK Backlit SP 83 Key

Origin Storage N/B KBD Latitude 7280 UK Backlit SP 83 Key:

At Origin, we understand the complexities of today’s multi-lingual, global organisations and their needs
to procure centrally, enabling cost and deployment efficiency savings across their businesses. In order to
achieve this Origin are able to provide a full range of original or compatible keyboard replacements
enabling the keyboard language to be changed on the most modern laptops in the market.
Origin Storage N/B KBD Latitude 7280 UK Backlit SP 83 Key. Type: Keyboard. Keyboard language: UK
English, Keyboard backlit. Brand compatibility: DELL, Compatibility: Dell Latitude 7280

Features

Type * Keyboard
Brand compatibility * DELL
Compatibility * Dell Latitude 7280
Product colour Black
Material Plastic

Display

Touchscreen
3D
Backlight type LED
Glossy display

Keyboard

Keyboard number of keys 83

Keyboard

Keyboard language UK English
Keyboard backlit
Numeric keypad

Weight & dimensions

Weight 300 g

Packaging data

Quantity per pack * 1 pc(s)
Package type Box

Logistics data

Harmonized System (HS) code 84732990

Sustainability

Sustainability certificates RoHS
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